The integration of heterogeneous systems is still an evolving research area. Due to the complexity of integration processes, there are challenges for the optimization of integration processes. Message-based integration systems, like EAI servers and workflow process engines, are mostly documentoriented using XML technologies in order to achieve suitable data independence from the different and particular proprietary data representations of the supported external systems. However, such an approach causes large costs for single-value evaluations within the integration processes. At this point, message indexing, adopting extended database technologies, could be applied in order to reach better performance. In this paper, we introduce our message indexing structure MIX and discuss and evaluate immediate as well as deferred indexing concepts. Further, we describe preliminary adaptive index tuning techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The horizontal integration of systems by message-based communication via middleware products is a widespread method of application integration to ensure an adequate loose coupling of participating systems and applications. In order to reach the required data independence, most integration platforms-like the SAP Exchange Infrastructure (XI) [2] or TransConnect [3] -work in a document-oriented way. Thereby, all external data is translated into XML and thus could be uniquely processed within the core engines of these servers. So, when we speak of messages, this refers to XML messages with additional attributes and binary attachments. Furthermore, almost all Web service orchestration and choreography engines also work in such a documentoriented way.
Due to the document-oriented approach, the assignment of values to messages using, for example, an ASSIGN operator as well as the single-value evaluation using, for example, an SWITCH operator are cost-intensive. These costs rise with increasing data sizes. Imagine data-centric integration pro-
• Access to extracted single values: Due to the dynamic data aspect and the high update rate, it is not useful to manage messages in a fine-grained and attributeoriented manner. Thus, accessing single values of one message, for example, within the ASSIGN or SWITCH operator, results in cost-intensive message scans. At this point, indexing the single attributes values (which are required within a specific process type) from messages is advantageous.
• Reuse of static messages: If all copy elements in one ASSIGN operator are static value expressions, the produced message could be reused across instances of one process type. This could be realized by an index structure for complete message objects, identified by the process type ID, the node ID of the ASSIGN operator and the message name.
In this paper, we exclusively focus on the access to extracted single values. The aim of our message index approach is to enable an efficient read and write access to single message values which are required during process execution. Furthermore, we want to maintain only one single index across all processes and messages. In general, our contribution mainly comprises the following items. First, in Section 2, we motivate the whole approach and define the specific problems of message indexing. Second, we present MIX, a transient message indexing structure, in Section 3. Third, also in Section 3, we discuss realization concepts for inserting, updating, deleting and scanning indexed values. There, we also apply deferred techniques and show their high impact. In Section 4, we evaluate our approach with a number of experiments showing the impact of the different concepts and techniques. Fourth, in Section 5, adaptation techniques concerning the self-tuning of the message index are discussed in detail. Finally, in Sections 6 and 7, we give an overview of related work, sum up our results and conclude with open challenges and future work. 
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The indexing of messages for document-oriented integration processes is very different to indexing statically stored data as known from core DBMS indexing [8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 20] , XML indexing [5, 7, 10, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22] , and indexing for integration purposes [11] . These approaches often assume that data is statically stored and have a low update rate. Thus, read optimization for all data is the goal. However, in our application area, transient messages represent the working units resulting in a high update rate. Aside from read performance, the write performance is very important. In the following subsections, we discuss the specific characteristics of document-oriented integration processes in order to motivate the development of the novel MIX message indexing structure.
Architectural Considerations
In order to generalize our hypothesis about message-based integration platforms for document-oriented integration processes, Figure 1 introduces a Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM) reference architecture to explain the main approach in more detail. There, proprietary messages could be received from external systems with passively listening inbound adapters. These inbound adapters transform the incoming messages into an internal XML message format in order to reach the mentioned data independence. Finally, the inbound adapters put these internal messages into specific message queues which separate the inbound side from the outbound side. Thereby, messages are made persistent for scalability and recovery purposes. Further, several process types (standing queries) are managed by the processing engine. From these process types, external systems may be invoked by specific outbound adapters with reading interactions (pull) as well as with writing interactions (push). These adapters also realize the translation between the XML message format and the proprietary data format of the target system.
Obviously, the right place of index maintenance for incoming messages is found in the inbound and outbound adapters. This is caused by the message translation, where all attributes are scanned and transformed into the internal XML format. At this point, all attribute values which are required as indexed attributes should be inserted into the messages index. Those indexed attributes are then used within the different process types, for example, by processing SWITCH operators (alternatives) or ASSIGN operators. Note that such single-value evaluations of a message attribute may be repeated multiple times within a complex integration process.
Fundamentally, two main approaches exist for the specification of the attributes to be indexed. First, the administrator may explicitly specify attribute types for a specific message type, so that each time a message of this type comes into the system, the mentioned attributes are put into the index. However, there is a second and more sophisticated approach for self-determination of required indexed attributes. Here, depending on the process type parameterizations and the given workload, the system adaptively chooses attribute types to be used as indexed attributes. Influencing factors of this decision include the costs for index maintenance and the costs for index scans in comparison to the costs for simple message scans.
Characteristics of Message Indexing
In conclusion to our architectural considerations, there are several specific characteristics of message indexing. On the one hand, some of these characteristics caused the need for the novel indexing structure development. On the other hand, some of these characteristics may be used as context knowledge allowing for more efficient index maintenance as a very generic index tree would do. The characteristics are:
• Sequence-generated message IDs: Each internal message, produced by inbound or outbound adapters, includes an identifying message ID. These IDs are typically generated by a sequence generator. Thus, the message IDs are almost an ascending sequence of BIG-INT values and are advantageous for the use as index tree key criteria. However, this is not a clean sequence, due to the degree of concurrency and the temporal gap between message ID creation and index maintenance.
• Dynamic message ID changes: Due to copy and transformation operations within one process plan instance, new messages with new message IDs are created. As a result, the index scan for a specific message ID must be aware of the message ID with which the indexed attribute has been brought into the message index. This causes the need for incremental message ID update within the index structure.
• Dynamic attribute name changes: Similar to the dynamically changing message ID, this is also true for XPath expressions that identify a concrete attribute within a message. The dynamic character, here, is caused by schema mapping and message transformations within one process plan instance.
• High update rate: The two previously introduced characteristics as well as the fact that indexed attributes are often only read once cause a very high rate of insert, update and delete operations compared to the read operations. Thus, write-optimized techniques have to be used.
• Throughput-oriented optimization goal : The optimization aim for such types of integration processes is rather the throughput optimization than the optimization of the execution time of a single process plan. This offers the possibility of asynchronous processing, where latency time is acceptable. Thus, deferred index maintenance techniques could be applied.
So, the characteristics dynamic message ID changes and dynamic attribute name changes require an index structure which is aware of these changes. At the same time, the sequence-generated message IDs and the throughput-oriented optimization goal offer enough space for optimizing the index maintenance.
MIX: MESSAGE INDEX
The message indexing structure MIX was built with respect to the introduced problem definition. Thus, this structure tries to use context knowledge to speed up the index maintenance. So, in this section, we first define the core index structure and second, describe our techniques for index maintenance.
Index Structure
The index structure is basically an extended B + tree. So, the indexed attributes are exclusively stored within the leaf nodes, while all other nodes contain key values. Based on this base model, we define our own indexing rules, which differ from the well-known rules of B + trees. The core index tree mainly comprises three types of nodes. These nodes are explained in detail by the following enumeration.
• Index node: Each index node comprises n − 1 search keys sorted in ascending order and n (node size) pointers to child nodes. Thereby, all types of nodes could be children of index nodes. In the context of integration processes, the message ID-which is typically of the type BIGINT-is used as major key criterion.
• Leaf data node: All indexed attributes are stored at the lowest tree level within these leaf data nodes. Thereby, such a node contains a hashmap of several indexed attributes related to one message ID. In this hashmap, (1) the hash value of the XPath expression for the specific attribute and (2) the attribute value are stored.
• Leaf node pointer : This node is very specific to the indexing of integration processes. So, it is used in the same way as leaf data nodes, except for the fact that it does not contain any materialized data but a pointer to either a leaf data node or another leaf node pointer. The aim of this approach is to avoid redundant data.
Furthermore, we explain the core rules for index maintenance with the following four definitions. Definition 1. We define that the MIX structure is imbalanced under all circumstances. However, the tree works in a self-organizing way, which lets it tend to a balanced state. Leaf data nodes are always present on the lowest tree level.
Definition 2. Let f be the fill factor of the tree. So, we define that the root node and all other index nodes of the tree must have at least one pointer to a child node. The index nodes are allowed to have an f of 1.0 with n pointers to child nodes. The leaf data nodes must include at least one (XPath expression, value) tuple and the leaf node pointer must reference exactly one leaf data node or leaf node pointer.
Definition 3. Let n be the node size; then, an index node may include n − 1 search keys and n node pointers at the most. We define that n may vary between nodes. Thus, it is possible to adaptively change n during runtime without reordering the whole index tree.
Definition 4. We define that not only single elements may be inserted into and deleted from the index tree but also index nodes and thus complete subtrees. This is the precondition for deferred insertion and deletion in the context of sequenced key generation.
In order to provide an in-depth view on our indexing structure, Figure 2 illustrates the message index macro architecture. Basically, there is the core index tree, which works according to the above presented definitions. Furthermore, all accesses to the core index tree are synchronized using an external lock table. For that, only the states NO_LOCK, READ_LOCK and WRITE_LOCK are supported. The locking mechanism is based on hierarchical locks for the specific message ID. Aside from the structural organization, there are four types of interactions with the MIX : All other interactions may be used both synchronously (immediate) or asynchronously (deferred). For the case of deferred processing, we provide an insert queue as well as a delete queue. Note that the entries in those queues are managed by separate threads. However, a synchronous IXS-CAN causes the queues to be flushed to the core index tree.
Going one step further, Figure 3 shows an example MIX index structure. The example illustrates a balanced index tree with n = 3. Although this is a rare example, it further shows a fully balanced tree containing nine leaf nodes. We omit the explanation of the traditional indexing mechanism. So, what is really specific to our approach is the presence of leaf node pointers. There is a pointer from leaf node (msgID = 104) to leaf node (msgID = 103). In conclusion, all IXSCAN104 will result in an IXSCAN103 with very low overhead. Furthermore, there is also a leaf node pointer (msgID=117) which does not directly reference a leaf data node but does so indirectly using another leaf node pointer.
For an early summary, it could be stated that this-by design write-optimized-structure is suitable for the context of document-oriented integration processes. So, based on ID sequencing and tree annotations, deferred techniques could be applied. Furthermore, the leaf node pointers allow for dynamic updates of indexed values with low costs. Finally, the basic structure of a B + tree allows for further extension with other secondary indexes (e.g., using the process type ID or the node ID of an operator).
Inserting Indexed Values
The insertion of indexed values is realized with the interaction IXPUT. In conclusion to the sequenced message IDs, mainly two techniques have to be distinguished: the immediate IXPUT and the deferred IXPUT. In this section, the algorithms for both techniques are explained.
Algorithm 1, which illustrates the immediate IXPUT, is realized in the specific node type Index Node. The message ID, an XPath expression, an instance value and the current depth (decremented for each index level) are given. Basically, there is a loop over all node pointers of the current index node, searching the right key. If it is found, three different cases may occur. First, the current node pointer could be NULL; then, a new child index node is created, depending on the given index depth. Second, the pointer could reference a leaf node. If the msgID is equivalent, the new attribute can simply be inserted; otherwise, the current leaf Algorithm 1 Immediate IXPUT Require: msgID, expr, value, curDepth 1: for i = 1 to n do // foreach node pointer 2:
if i = n OR msgID ≤ keyi then // search for key 3:
if ptri is NULL then // empty slot 4:
if curDepth == 0 then 5:
ptri ← create LeafDataNode(msgID) 6:
ptri.ixput(expr, value) 7: else 8:
ptri ← create IndexNode( n ) 9:
ptri.ixput(msgID, expr, value, curDepth − 1) 10:
end end if 33: end for 34: return curDepth node has to be reordered or cost-intensively split to a new index node. Third, the pointer is not a leaf node; then the IXPUT event is recursively pushed down, or if the child node is already full, it also has to be split.
As mentioned several times, especially the sequence-generated message ID in connection with the-not per definition balanced-tree allow for optimization. So, if the index tree is full, which means that it is balanced and it has a fill factor of 1.0, the next IXPUT would result in an index split. In order to use the context of sequence-generated keys, we use the symmetric index grow-up. With that, the root index node is checked to see if it is full. If so, a new index node with n node pointers is created. After that, the whole old root node is inserted into the new root tree. Figure 4 shows this symmetric index grow-up in a conceptual way. The result of this technique is that in case all message IDs are inserted in sequence (which is the default case), no index node splits will occur any longer, which makes the IXPUT operation really efficient.
However, there is further optimization potential for the IXPUT operation. If we know that all inserted values are (nearly) in sequence, the path search within the tree for each new value poses an optimization chance. At this point, a deferred algorithm ( Figure 5 , Algorithm 2) enables us to reduce the tree path searches. The precondition for that is the introduced insert queue, where all insert requests are asynchronously stored. In case the QUEUE_SIZE is reached, a specific thread locks the queue, copies all requests to an inaccessible queue squeue, deletes all entries from the original queue and finally unlocks the queue. After that, the squeue is sorted with the quick-sort algorithm. Now, we create a new index node tmp with n key slots. Further, we know the last inserted message ID (lastID). So, basically, for each Algorithm 2 Deferred IXPUT Require: minID, maxID, subtree, curDepth 1: for i = 1 to n do // foreach node pointer 2: end if 20: end for 21: return curDepth request in squeue, it is tested whether or not the message ID is larger than lastID. If it is, the request is inserted into tmp; otherwise, it fails and has to be inserted directly into the root index. Finally, the whole subtree tmp could be inserted into the root index. As a result, we only have to do the tree path searches once, for the whole subtree.
Algorithm 2 (deferred IXPUT) mainly works like the immediate IXPUT, except for the fact that complete subtrees can be inserted. So, it has to be checked if the complete subtree, with given minID and maxID, can be inserted into the matching node pointer. If so, the algorithm is very similar to Algorithm 1, and we omit the details. Otherwise, which is the worse case, an orginal subtree splitting must occur. Due to the fact that this is very cost-intensive, all leaf data nodes are simply inserted with IXPUT. However, even in this second case, there is a performance improvement caused by the omitted tree path searches up to this current tree layer. Finally, note that also update requests (because they are composed of a scan and insert) could be handled in such a deferred way.
Updating Indexed Values
The update of indexed values is a very specific problem, related to the characteristics of document-oriented integration processes. There, the update is realized with the interaction IXUPDATE. In analogy to the insertion of indexed values, two main techniques have to be distinguished: the immediate IXUPDATE and the deferred IXUPDATE. In this section, the algorithms for both techniques are discussed.
Let us first describe the overall updating approach in more detail. Basically, an IXUPDATE ensures that multiple message IDs may reference one leaf data node. Therefore, the IXUP-DATE is conceptually separated into an IXSCAN, the creation of the leaf node pointer to the scanned node, and an IXPUT of the leaf node pointer, which is by itself also a leaf node. Although this could be realized simply on the root index level, this would be inefficient. Figure 6b shows our approach to At this point, the update event is separated into a tree scan and a tree put. Thus, the conceptual separation of events is realized at the lowest possible index level. This main update approach is realized by Algorithm 3. Basically, it searches for the right key slot using the old message ID. If the right slot is determined, the new message ID is checked to see if it also could be applied to the current slot. If so, the update request is recursively applied on the current slot pointer. Otherwise, the lowest possible update level in the index has been reached. Thus, the leaf data node is scanned, a node pointer is created, and finally, the node pointer is inserted.
In addition to the dynamic message ID update, dynamic attribute changes should also be taken into account. Thus, an update request also comprises a new and an old XPath expression. If they are NULL, only the message ID change is processed. Otherwise, the leaf node pointer also contains a mapping for these attributes, as illustrated in Figure 6c . With this, both types of dynamic updates could be realized with one generic algorithm.
As already mentioned, there is a unique insert queue for deferred insert as well as deferred update requests. The performance improvement is achieved by the substitution of update requests with insert requests. Imagine that there is one insert (I) and two subsequent updates (U) in the queue. Thus, the costs are computed with C(I, U, U ) and C(U ) = C(R) + C(I). After the substitution, the costs are C(I, I, I) and thus, the performance is improved by ∆C(R, R).
Removing Indexed Values
Due to the dynamic data aspect, there are as many deletion requests as insert requests within the index. Thus, an efficient IXREMOVE is required. In analogy to the IXPUT interaction, two techniques can be distinguished here as well: the immediate IXREMOVE and the deferred IXREMOVE. However, the deferred IXREMOVE can be designed to be more aggressive because there are no functional requirements of synchronous defragmentation of the index tree.
Algorithm 4 illustrates the core IXREMOVE, which works in an immediate manner. Basically, it has two parameters: the message ID msgID and a Boolean flag f orce. Note, if f orce is set to false, then this immediate algorithm is only used for setting delete flags as a precondition of the deferred algorithm. Mainly, the algorithm comprises the search for the right key slot. If the right one is found, it is checked whether of not f orce is specified, whether the child node is a leaf node and whether the child node is unused. This latter
end if 13: end for 14: return curDepth check is caused by the leaf node pointers. So, a referenced leaf node must not be deleted, which is realized by a counter for back references of leaf node pointers. In case the check has been successful, the pointer is simply set to NULL. Otherwise, the remove event is recursively pushed down. In case of the latter, possible leaf node pointers delete their references and thus decrement the back reference counter. Note that with this algorithm, only leaf nodes are eliminated. All free index nodes have to be deleted by a deferred IXREMOVE or with dynamic defragmentation.
The deferred IXREMOVE is based on the described flagging of unused data nodes. Figure 7 shows this concept using tree annotations (+,-). So, if a node is flagged as deletable, it gets a '-', otherwise it has a '+'. A parent node is '-' if all its children are set to '-'. The deferred IXREMOVE only operates on the root index level, trying to cut off complete subtrees. In conclusion, only a maximum of n − 1 node pointers and keys have to be shifted to the left.
Algorithm 5 realizes the deferred IXREMOVE and is mainly separated into two parts: (1) the removal of subtrees and (2) the reordering of subtrees. Part 1 includes the removal of all deletable child nodes. If a child node is not deletable, the event is recursively pushed down to this child node. Part 2 now reorders the undeletable subtrees by shifting them to the left. This left shift is caused by the fact that the oldest values in a tree are on the left side. So, in conclusion, the current index tree could be seen as a sliding window over all indexed values from past to future.
Reading Indexed Values
In contrast to the described writing interactions, the reading of indexed values can be processed exclusively with an Immediate IXSCAN. There, the complexity of scanning an attribute is O(log(n)).
Algorithm 6 illustrates this and mainly comprises the search for the right key slot. If it is found, an IXSCAN is recursively processed on the child node. So, implicitly, three actions may occur. First, if the child node is an index node, the algorithm is called in a recursive way. Second, if the child node is a leaf data node, the scan is transformed into a simple Algorithm 6 Immediate IXSCAN Require: msgID, expr 1: for i = 1 to n do // foreach node pointer 2:
// index node: recursive function call 4:
// l eaf node data: hashmap lookup 5:
// l eaf node pointer: recursive function call 6:
return ptri.scan(msgID, expr) 7:
end if 8: end for hashmap lookup using the given XPath expression. Third, if the child node is a leaf node pointer, the referenced node is scanned. This leaf node could also be a leaf node pointer or a leaf data node. Note that we omit all NULL checks because we assume generated process plans where only indexed values will be scanned.
Locking Mechanism
Consider separate threads in all inbound adapters, in each message queue and for all different process type instances. Obviously, such a large number of threads produce concurrent requests to the message index. These requests may cause conflicts, for example, if a leaf node is read while its parent subtree is currently being split into multiple subtrees. Thus, a locking mechanism is required. For such, the following alternative mechanism opportunities can be distinguished by their granularity.
• Index tree locking: This coarse-grained locking mechanism is only applied on the index root level. As a consequence, the lock maintenance and checking effort is minimal, while a low degree of parallelism is reached. Although multiple read interactions are possible, all write interactions have to be serialized.
• Node pointer locking: Here, too, a more fine-grained mechanism is possible. Each specific node pointer may be locked in a hierarchical way. For that, in each index level step, the lock table has to be checked and perhaps maintained. Thus, the highest degree of parallelism is reached, and so, multiple read as well as multiple write interactions are possible.
According to the specific characteristics of integration processes, we choose the second mechanism, node pointer locking. The main concept is based on the well-known lock compatibility matrix, using the lock types NO_LOCK, READ_LOCK (shared) and WRITE_LOCK (exclusive). Furthermore, the condition ¬∃ msgID ∈ locktable with keyi−1 ≤ msgID AND msgID ≤ keyi AND curDepth = depth has to be true for each following node pointer. If this condition is not true for a current node pointer, the current request has to be serialized. This means the current thread waits until the current node pointer is unlocked. In this case, the current parent node pointer also has to be locked. Finally, we point out that we use a timeout-based deadlock-detection mechanism in order to terminate deadlocks which may occur due to locks set by leaf node pointers.
EVALUATION EXPERIMENTS
The message indexing structure MIX and its operations IXPUT, IXUPDATE, IXREMOVE and IXSCAN were evaluated with a large set of experiments with different scale factors. Hence, we illustrate only the main experiments. When doing so, we do not only show the performance of our index structure but also compare it with the alternatives, such as a B + tree implementation as well as DOM and SAX message scans.
The experimental setup for the process type execution comprises a local computer system (CS [Dual Genuine Intel T2400, 1.5GB RAM]). With this system, we evaluate a Java implementation of the MIX index structure, which works in a transient way. This means the single values only Figure 8 : Scan performance comparison, evaluating DOM, SAX and the message index, in dependence on the index fill factor and the message size reside in the main memory. We chose the programming language Java because most of the document-oriented integration systems are implemented in Java as well. The following subsections comprise the different evaluation experiments, which are all structured equally (issue, experiment description, performance results, result analysis).
SAX/DOM Comparison
First, the index usage has to be compared with the direct access to single values of document-oriented messages. The difference is the performance impact when applying the message indexing to integration systems.
Mainly, we conducted two experiments to measure the performance of the MIX alternatives as well as of the XML technologies Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple API for XML (SAX). The first experiment measured the performance in dependence on the index fill factor, using a message size of 3 KB. The second experiment measured the performance in dependence on the message size, using an index fill factor of 100,000.
The result of the first experiment is shown in Figure 8a . Obviously, the DOM and SAX message scans are fully independent from the index fill factor. Further, using the index, there is a performance improvement of several orders of magnitude. In this context, even for the message index, a nearly linear scaling, independent from the index fill factor, could be observed. The result of the second experiment is shown in Figure 8b and illustrates an exponential scanning time for DOM, while the SAX scanning time increases linear to an increasing message size.
B + Tree Comparison
Second, we examined our index structure in comparison to a default Java B + tree implementation [4] . There, the issue was to evaluate whether or not the context knowledge within the MIX structure outperforms the B + tree which uses no context knowledge at all.
In order to evaluate this issue, we conducted two experiments. The first experiment's focus was on the maintenance of dynamic message ID changes. So, the MIX can use the leaf node pointers, while two B + trees are required, one for message values and one for the ID lookup. Note that at this point, multiple other versions do exist (e.g., the materialization concept, where no references are managed but the same values are stored multiple times). The second experiment simply compares the insert, delete and read performance of both index structures. Figure 9 shows the results of the first experiment. Obviously, the MIX IXSCAN is always superior to the B + tree + tree insert outperforms the MIX IXUPDATE for a small number of pointers, MIX scales much better due to the usage of update request forwarding. In summary, MIX is more efficient than the B + tree in managing node pointer references. Figure 10 illustrates the simple operation performance comparison of the two alternative index structures. There, all MIX operations are slightly superior to the operations of the B + tree. Finally, the poor performance at the experiment's start should be mentioned, which is caused by reordering issues.
Deferred Technique Evaluation
The sequenced message IDs represent further very important context knowledge. Thus, the next evaluation issue was the comparison of immediate and deferred techniques, where the deferred techniques use this context knowledge to achieve much better performance.
Thus, we conducted an experiment where we measured the performance of the immediate and deferred IXPUT as well Figure 11 : MIX performance comparison of immediate and deferred techniques as of the immediate and deferred IXREMOVE. The deferred techniques both use a queue size of 10. The performance was examined in dependence on the index fill factor. Figure 11 illustrates the performance measurements of this experiment. Basically, it can be stated that the deferred techniques are superior in nearly all situations compared to their immediate counterparts, except for very small fill factors (here, deferred mechanisms cause an overhead). In detail, there is a large difference between the immediate IXPUT and the deferred IXPUT. Although the difference between the immediate IXREMOVE and the deferred IXREMOVE is not as large, it is still a good performance improvement. However, when applying the deferred IXREMOVE, performance peaks are possible. They are explained by the specific index tree state as well as by the size and the fill factor of the delete queue.
Optimal Configurations
As mentioned in the previous subsection, aspects like the chosen queue size and the node size have measureable impact on the index performance. Even though it is possible to determine these values theoretically (as shown in Section 5), this is not recommended. The following evaluation addresses the experimental determination of optimal configuration properties.
We conducted two experiments for the MIX operations. First, we experimented with different queue sizes for the insert queue and the delete queue, which are used for the deferred write operations. There, we used a constant node size of 3, a fill factor of 100,000 and a sequence factor of 0.99. Second, we tried to choose the optimal node size. Thus, we used the same configuration properties but immediate operations. Theoretically, the node size is expected to be a compromise between high write performance (large node size) and high read performance (small node size). Figure 12 shows the performance plot of the first mentioned experiment. Up from a queue size of 10, there is a pretty constant performance with marginal differences for increasing queue sizes but with no significant trend towards better performance. However, especially the performance peaks, caused by the characteristics of deferred processing (asynchronous execution), should be noticed. There, up from a node size of 8, an almost linear performance trace should be mentioned for increasing node sizes. The performance of read and write operations surprisingly reacts in the same way for small node sizes. However, up from a node size of 26, a minimal significant trend confirming to the theoretical expectation is shown. So, the read performance gets worse with increasing node size, while the write performance gets better with larger node sizes.
ADAPTIVE INDEX TUNING
Due to the numerous influencing factors and the gap between theoretical expectations and the practical performance evaluation, the adaptive index tuning would be most suitable for an index structure in this context. We explicitly point out that these adaptation techniques-which we introduce in this section-are currently not fully implemented in our index structure.
Determining Queue Window Sizes
The determination of queue sizes for deferred index writing techniques is an optimization aspect with many influencing factors. However, due to the large performance improvement, as shown in the evaluation section, it is useful to apply adaptive techniques. So, let us first consider the influencing factors before describing an applicable solution.
• Message delay: An increasing delay between created internal messages theoretically causes a decreasing window size. This may be explained with implicit flush operations, initiated by IXSCAN requests.
• Node size: With the fact in mind that the deferred techniques build local subtrees and put these subtrees into the index, it is optimal if the queue size adapts to a power of the chosen node size. However, due to dynamic changes of the node size, this is not as simple as it seems to be.
• Sequence of messages: Caused by the sorted index insert, a main criterion is the ratio of the number of message IDs failed in this sequenced insert and the number of message IDs in sequence. Due to the queue reordering mechanism, a larger queue size will decrease this ratio.
• Quality of service: As shown in the evaluation experiments, the deferred techniques produce performance peaks in certain configuration setups. The adaptation mechanism should be aware of decreasing or increasing performance achieved with the last window size adjustment.
In order to build the most suitable queue size adjustment mechanism, we include these four influencing factors into our considerations and introduce the adaptive windowed queue. Basically, our approach is to determine the maximum queue size during the initial index creation. Then, the windowed queue size could be adjusted between the values 1 (which is the immediate IXPUT) and the determined maximum queue size. For this, we use a lazy adjustment in order to prevent continuous window size changes.
Adapting Optimal Node Sizes
As mentioned several times, we allow different node sizes (maximal number of node pointers) within our index tree. With this precondition, we can dynamically adapt to the optimal node size without the need for rearrangements. Note that this leads to different node sizes within subtrees of our index structure.
First, let us consider the optimal node size for reading purposes. In case of transient index maintenance (as we use it), the influencing factor with the highest impact is the size of the processor's cache line. With the aim of reading complete index nodes, the optimal node size n would be computed with n = size(cacheline)−size(ptr) size(key)+size(ptr) − 1. However, experimental setups show that a node size which is a bit larger is optimal. In case of persistent index maintenance, the block size of the storage system has the highest impact. The optimal node size is then computed analogously.
Even though the optimal node size can be computed, adaptive node size adjustments are needed due to the compromise between read and write performance. The optimal node size mainly depends on workload characteristics. Our approach is to optimize the overall performance for read and write operations. Therefore, we adaptively determine the node size of newly created root index nodes (see symmetric index tree grow-up), starting with the computed size. Thereby, all child nodes under this index node will also get this node size. Due to the high deletion rate and the symmetric index grow-up during the insertion of sequencegenerated message IDs, the index tree will lazily tend to the best suitable node size.
Dynamic Defragmentation
In accordance with the context knowledge about documentoriented integration processes, we built a very specific index structure. Although it is very efficient in certain situations, the very high update rate causes a slight fragmentation over time. Even if MIX is only a transient index structure, we assume that dynamic defragmentation will improve the overall performance because typical integration systems like EAI servers have up-times of several weeks to months. So, our approach mainly comprises two aspects. First, we define fragmentation patterns which the algorithm searches for and which should be eliminated during index defragmentation. Second, we determine the optimal point in time to execute the dynamic defragmentation. The following enumeration shows the mentioned fragmentation patterns.
• Reduce leaf node pointers: As shown in Figure 9 , obviously, single leaf node pointers would be much more efficient than multi-way leaf node pointers. So, all leaf node pointers which refer to other leaf node pointers are changed to directly reference the leaf data node.
• Remove dead index nodes: Under certain circumstances, it is possible that indexed values are managed in the index, even though the related message is not in progress any longer. These dead index nodes prevent the removal of complete subtrees by residing as undeletable within the index.
• Balance the whole index tree: Due to dynamic node splitting during the insertion of message IDs which are not in sequence, and due to the prevention of continuous rearrangements, the index degenerates to something like a left-deep-tree. The rearrangement in order to balance the tree would dramatically improve the reading performance.
• Merge and split index nodes: Having balanced the whole index tree, it may be possible that some subtrees are full, while others are nearly empty. So, we apply merging and splitting of index nodes to get a nearly equal fill factor in all subtrees.
After having considered the defragmentation tasks, the optimal point in time for starting this asynchronous processing has to be determined. This determination is based on the workload characteristics. If a very low workload is determined in an interval (e.g., after 24 hours at night), the process of defragmentation is started at this point.
Dynamically Choosing Indexed Attributes
The dynamic choosing of indexed attributes is a technique which could not be implemented within the core index. In the static case, message attributes are manually chosen as indexed attributes for each message type. This is unsuitable for evolving data schemas and suboptimal in certain situations (e.g., if XML messages are received, the extraction and IXPUT by themselves are more expensive than a simple message scan during process execution).
Therefore, we assume a dynamic attribute selection for all attribute types which are explicitly used within the deployed integration processes. These attribute types are called index candidates. Further, all theses candidates are used as index attributes and their performance has to be monitored. In case the condition Σ
is true, the index candidate is marked as indexed attribute; otherwise, it is an inapplicable candidate.
Optimal Concurrency Control
As mentioned in Subsection 3.6, the two alternative locking mechanisms index tree locking and node pointer locking may be used. Due to large differences in the execution models of document-oriented integration systems, it is impossible to choose the right concurrency control mechanism for all possible situations. So, we dynamically switch between concurrency control mechanisms during runtime. Therefore, the simple condition
is evaluated. If it is true, the fine-grained node pointer locking (pessimistic, assuming highly parallel workload) is chosen; otherwise, the index tree locking (optimistic, assuming serialized processing) is applied. In order to realize a lazy adaptation, the period for measurement could be chosen independently. With a huge period value, the adjustment is lazier than it would be with a small period value.
RELATED WORK
Although we already mentioned important related work during the problem definition and the index structure description, we want to sum up essential work which is close to our approach. Basically, we want to survey four different fields of indexing: XML indexing techniques, B tree optimization, B + tree optimization, and existing work in the field of information integration.
Due to the fact that we index single message values, identified by XPath expressions, we want to separate us from XML indexing techniques. These could be classified into the groups structural indexing (e.g., [10, 15, 16, 17, 21] ), value indexing (e.g., [5, 7, 22] ) and hybrid indexing (where information retrieval techniques are used). Typically, when applying such indexing techniques, multiple indexes (often one per XML document type) are built, indexing all single values of a document. The lookup over multiple indexes (for us) is out of question.
We adopt MIX to context knowledge of integration processes (e.g., sequenced message IDs, high update rate). Equal approaches-using workload characteristics-were also used for B tree indexes [12, 13, 14, 20] . There, specific techniques (e.g., buffering) are provided for optimizing B trees for high update rates or special hardware setups.
In contrast to XML indexing techniques and B tree indexing, our index structure is very similar to B + tree indexes, where all data reside in the leaf nodes. Especially, we want to point out [8, 9] , where internal jump-pointers from the current leaf node to the following leaf node are used in order to speed up range scans by pre-fetching. This is, in particular, a similarity to our approach. However, due to the semantic context and the type of usage, there are major differences to our approach.
Furthermore, in the area of integration of heterogeneous systems, there is only little work on indexing. A very exciting approach is the adaptation of information retrieval methods for indexing dataspaces [11] . Such an inverted list (like the Hier-ATIL) would also be applicable for message indexing using the message IDs as instance identifiers and the XPath expression as keywords. However, in order to adapt to the context knowledge, a B + tree extension would be more efficient. Finally, there are two message indexing proposals [18, 19] , which-similar to our work-use specific characteristics of their application areas (these are substantially different to the area of integration processes). In the context of integration systems, our approach is the first one describing indexing techniques only for selected indexed attributes with the aim of performance improvement. There are other techniques for message retrieval, which are far beyond the scope of this paper.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Our main intent was the optimization of integration processes by applying message indexing, using context knowledge about the specific characteristics of message-based and document-oriented integration processes. Therefore, we developed the message indexing structure MIX, which is able to handle the dynamic message ID changes and dynamic attribute name changes in a suitable way. Furthermore, we take advantage of the integration process characteristics, the sequence-generated message IDs, the high update rate and also the throughput-oriented optimization goal by introducing deferred index maintenance techniques.
In detail, we mainly contributed four things. First, we presented our considerations on the problem of integration process characteristics. Second, we illustrated the novel message indexing structure MIX in accordance to the given problem definition. Third, we provided an in-depth view of the algorithms within this structure, comprising immediate as well as deferred techniques, and evaluated them. Fourth, we illustrated preliminary considerations about possibilities for adaptive index tuning. However, there are open research aspects related to message indexing, which are defined by the following problem descriptions.
• Problem 1 -Secondary Index Usage: Due to the use of B + trees (data only in the leaf nodes), it would be possible to apply secondary indexes on our index structure. So, the process type IDs, attribute names or node IDs may be used within a multi-dimensional index structure.
• Problem 2 -Adaptive Optimization Techniques:
As already mentioned, we have not fully implemented our adaptive optimization techniques. So, the implementation of these will be an obvious next step towards a fully sophisticated index structure for message indexing. Therefore, side effects for the single optimization techniques have to be examined.
In conclusion, we adopted extended database technology for usage within the context of application integration processes. The other way around, similar concepts may also be applied to DBMS in order to maintain indexes for sequencegenerated primary key values. Thereby, a performance improvement of several orders of magnitude could be reached because of the guaranteed sorted sequence of keys.
